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Abstract. Two structurally defined types of NP-sets are studied, k-Simple sets are defined and 
shown to exist in NP. Other properties of these sets are investigated, k-Creative sets, as previously 
defined by Joseph and Young (1985), are next considered. A new condition is given which implies 
that a set is k-creative. Several previously considered NP-complete sets are proved to be k-creative. 
Introduction 
The interest in studying the class of NP (nondeterministic polynomial time) sets 
comes from the many important, naturally arising NP problems which seemingly 
have no efficient deterministic algorithm. There are hundreds of these problems, 
most known to be NP-complete. Many interesting and hard to solve questions arise 
in connection with these sets. Of course, foremost among them is the question 
whether these NP sets are all in the class P of polynomial-time s ts. Other problems, 
of a more structural nature, arise in considering certain properties of the known 
NP sets. Examples of these are 
(1) are all NP-complete sets polynomial-time isomorphic [3]? 
(2) does every infinite NP-complete set (or every set in NP-  P) contain an infinite 
polynomial-time subset7 
(3) does the complement of any NP-complete set contain an infinite NP subset? 
One way to approach these problems is to try to construct NP sets with certain 
properties which have implications for the open problems. Much of the motivation 
for this approach comes from recursion theory where notions like simplicity, maxi- 
mality and creativity have been applied successfully in studying recursively enumer- 
able sets. The properties tudied often turn out to be of independent interest as they 
reveal interesting and unusual kinds of r.e. sets. Unfortunately, in recasting these 
notions in the setting of NP sets, one often finds that it seems difficult (or is 
impossible) to show that NP sets with the desired properties exist. This is true, for 
example, of the natural definitions of NP-creative and NP-simple sets. It is a 
consequence of the fact that diagonalizations through P often result in sets outside 
of NP. 
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In many cases the best that can be done is to give relativized results. That is, to 
find oracles relative to which, for example, NP-simple sets do and do not exist [ 1, 9]. 
While such results are of interest in determining what is possible by present 
techniques, they seem to give little, if any, insight into the methods needed for 
absolute (unrelativized) results. 
Recently, Joseph and Young [10, 16] have suggested an alternative definition of 
NP-creative sets with which such sets can be shown to exist in NP. The idea is to 
stratify NP into classes according to the polynomial run time of the NP machines. 
It is shown that with respect to these fixed subclasses of NP there exist creative sets 
in NP. Some of these sets are NP-complete and are seemingly different from all of 
the many, naturally arising NP-complete sets. 
Similar ideas are used here to define simple sets in NP. The existence of simple 
sets is shown and, assuming P # NP, such sets are shown to exist outside of P and 
yet are incomplete. Other properties of these sets are then considered, particularly 
those relating to other open problems of this theory. 
The next section then returns to the topic of creative sets as defined in Joseph 
and Young [10]. A new criterion is given for showing that NP sets are creative. 
Using this criterion, several well-known NP-complete sets are shown to be creative, 
including the bounded tiling problem. Finally, the relationship between simple and 
creative sets in NP is considered. 
Rather than include a separate section containing all the definitions, definitions 
are given as they are needed. The reader is assumed to be familiar with the 
fundamental notions concerning the complexity classes P and NP and with the 
~P polynomial-time r ducibilities ~<~ (polynomial-time Turing reducibility) and "~m 
(polynomial-time many-one reducibility). For details concerning these notions 
see [6]. 
1. Simple sets in NP 
In attempting to answer questions (2) and (3) above directly, one is immediately 
led to the following definitions. 
Definition 1.1. (a) A set A is P-immune (NP-immune) if it is infinite and contains 
no infinite P (NP) subset. 
(b) A set A is NP-simple i fA ~ NP and A is NP-immune. (For any set S, S denotes 
the complement of S.) 
It is not known whether NP-simple sets exist. The existence of such sets implies 
NP ~ co-NP since if A is NP-simple, i ,  is not in NP. Even the assumption that 
NP ~ co-NP is not known to be sufficient to imply the existence of NP-simple sets. 
Relativized versions of simple sets have been studied in Homer and Maass [9] 
and in Balcazar [1]. In [9], oracles are constructed relative to which P~ NP, but 
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no NP-simple sets exist. In Book and Sch6ning [5], various relativizations of the 
concept of immunity are studied. These results indicate that settling these questions 
will not be done with present methods and leads us to consider the following weaker 
definition of simple sets. Motivation for this definition comes from the analogous 
definitions of k-creative sets by Joseph and Young [10, 16]. 
Definition 1.2 ([10]). (a) Let {t~}~s be a fixed enumeration of all (deterministic and 
nondeterministic) Turing acceptors. This enumeration needs to be natural in the 
sense that index i simply codes up the states, symbols, tuples, etc. of the ith Turing 
acceptor in some straightforward way. All languages accepted are sets of binary 
strings. Define W~ = {x I ti accepts x}. 
For k e N, let 
pk = { W~ It~ is deterministic and (Vxe W~) 
(t~ accepts x in <li I Ixl k + li[ steps)}, 
NP k = { W~[ (Vx ~ W~) (there is some computation of ti on x 
which accepts in <l il Ixl k + Iil steps)}. 
Clearly, P = U pk and NP = U NP k. 
(b) A set A is k-immune if A is infinite and contains no infinite NP k subset. 
(c) A set B is k-simple if B ~ NP and/~ is k-immune. 
None of the known naturally arising NP sets are k-simple for any k: Hence, the 
first task is to construct, for any fixed k, a k-simple set. This theorem serves as a 
warmup for the more complicated construction of k-simple sets with particular 
properties. These properties imply, assuming P ~ NP, that incomplete k-simple sets 
exist in NP-P .  Once k-simple sets are constructed, their relationships to other 
properties of NP sets are considered. In particular, the questions of polynomial 
padding functions and polynomial-time isomorphisms of NP-complete sets is con- 
sidered in light of k-simplicity. 
These notions are here considered only in the context of NP sets and polynomial 
time degrees. Similar facts will clearly hold for other complexity classes and 
reducibilities, however this setting seems to be of the most interest and importance. 
Theorem 1.3. For any k >- 1, there is a k-simple set. 
Proof. Let {Ni}i~N be a recursive numeration of the NP k sets. 
The k-simple set A is constructed in stages. We need to ensure that A satisfies 
the following requirements: 
(1) A is infinite, 
(2) Ri: (N~ infinite-~ An  Ni ~0). 
In addition, A has to be constructed to be in NP. The major problem is that whether 
Ni is infinite is not a recursive question. So, to satisfy (2) above, it is necessary to 
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keep looking for an x s Ni until one is found and put into A. This must be done 
so that A ~ NP. The method used to achieve this is delayed diagonalization as in~ 
[12]. A set C is used to keep track of those R-requirements which are satisfied 
during the construction. 
Let n~, n2, n3, . . ,  be an enumeration of all binary strings (say in lexicographic 
order). The construction can now be described. 
Stage 0: A = 0, C = 0. 
Stage s: We decide at this stage whether to put ns into A. Let e = log log(Insl). 
Deterministically simulate the construction for all stages t where In,[ ~< e. Let m be 
the number of strings put into ,~ during this simulation and let 
C = {Jl R~ is satisfied during this simulation of the construction}. 
(Note: the simulation done at this stage includes deterministic simulations of the 
computations (*) below in order to determine the elements of C.) 
Now we put n~ into A iff 
(3i)(i  <- m ^  lil In l ^  i C Ans (*) 
If n~ is put into A, let i0 be the least i which satisfies (*). At this stage Rg is satisfied. 
This ends the construction. 
The construction proceeds very slowly. Exactly the same simulation is carded 
out for every string of a given length. Only the action of (*) above differs on these 
strings. As In l increases, the number of steps simulated will increase as well and 
the set of requirements found to be satisfied will never decrease. Also, by the choice 
of e, it is straightforward to check that the deterministic simulation at step s can 
be carded out in <~ CIn l steps for some constant C. A series of lemmas now shows 
that A as constructed is k-simple. 
Lemma IA. A is infinite. 
Proof. Assume the contrary that ,~, contains only mo elements. Let s be a stage in 
the construction such that 
(i) the simulation of the construction atstage s is sufficient to see that mo elements 
have been put into A, and 
(ii) at stage s, all requirements Rj withj  <~ mo which are ever satisfied have already 
been satisfied and all such satisfied requirements can be seen to be satisfied via the 
simulation which is done at stage s. 
Then, at stage s, ns is put into ,~ by the construction and so ,g, has more than mo 
elements, contradicting the assumption. [] 
Lemma 1.5. Every Ri is satisfied. 
Proof. If Ni  is finite, Ri is trivially satisfied, so assume N~ is infinite. Let s be a 
stage such that via the simulation at stage s it can be seen that 
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(i) all requirements R~,j < i, which ever become satisfied uring the construction 
have already been satisfied, and 
(ii) A has more than i elements put into it. 
As N~ is infinite, there is a stage v>s such that nv~ N~ and Ii1 < In ]. By (ii) and 
(,) above, at stage v either i ~ C or we put n~ into A and satisfy Ri. In either case 
R~ is satisfied at stage v. [] 
Lemma 1.6. A ~ NP. 
Proof. This follows from the construction. To test if a string y is in A, carry out a 
simulation of the construction for all stages where [n~ [<~ log log(lyl). In this process 
compute C and m as defined above. So 
yeA ~-> (3i)( l i]<~]yl^i~C ^i<~mA y~Ni ) .  
As N~ e NP k, this computation can be carded out in nondeterministic time i2lyl k. 
The three lemmas above prove the theorem. [] 
Knowing that k-simple sets exist we now want to turn to the question of the 
complexity of k-immune and k-simple sets. The following theorem and corollary 
indicate that such sets can be constructed invarious complexity classes. In particular, 
we see that if P # NP, then there are incomplete k-simple sets in NP-P .  
Theorem 1.7. Let D be a recursive set, D ~ P. Then there exists a recursive set B such 
that 
(1) B~P,  
(2) D~B,  
(3) /~ is k-immune. 
Proof. The general method of the proof is the same as for Theorem 1.3. There are 
two additional types of requirements o contend with. Let {Pi}~ be an enumeration 
of the polynomial-time sets and {Mi}~ be an enumeration of the polynomial-time 
oracle Turing machines. The requirements are 
R~: B~ P~, 
Si: N~ infinite -> B c~/V~  ~ (again, N~ is the ith NP k set), 
Qi: D # M~, 
L,: i. 
The R-requirements ensure that B~ P, the S- and L-requirements that /~ is 
k-immune and the Q-requirements hat D~B.  We use a set C to keep track of 
S-requirements satisfied at various stages of the construction. The construction is
described as follows: 
Stage 0: B = ¢, C = ¢. 
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Stage s: Let ns be the sth binary string in lexicographic order. Simulate the 
construction for [ns[ steps, keeping track in the simulation of the following quantities: 
m = number of elements put into/~, C = the set of S-requirements satisfied during 
the [ns[-step simulation, q = least index of those Q-requirements not satisfied uring 
the simulation and r = least index of those R-requirements not satisfied. Here, q 
and r are determined by trying to find witnesses which show that Q- and R- 
requirements are satisfied. The computations showing that the witnesses are correct 
are also done in this simulation. 
Then we put ns into B iff 
. fe i ther (1): ( r< q A r~ < m A n~ D) 
(**) /or  (2): (3 i ) ( ] i ]<-[n~l^i<~m^i<qAi<~rAi~C^n~Ni) .  
Intuitively, (1) is used to try to satisfy condition Rr and (2) to satisfy Si. 
The above simulation is carried out deterministically and is largely a simulation 
of (**) above for some of the n, with t < s. This simulation includes using an 
algorithm to determine membership in the recursive set D and deterministically 
simulating the nondeterministic computations in part (2) of (**) including computa- 
tions of various sets/V~ in NP k. This ends the construction. 
Claim. Every requirement is eventually satisfied uring the construction. 
Proof. Consider the requirements ordered as 
L1 < Q1 < $1 < R1 < L2 < 02 < $2 < R2 <" • • • 
Assume the lemma to be false and let F be the least requirement in the above 
ordering which is not satisfied by the construction. (Note that a requirement S~ 
where N~ is finite is automatically satisfied and need not be acted upon during the 
construction.) Let s be a stage of the construction atwhich, in the I n~l-step simulation, 
all requirements less than F in the above ordering ever satisfied uring the construc- 
tion are seen to be satisfied. 
Case 1: F= Lj. By the definition of s, in the Ins[-step simulation at stage s the 
value of m is set equal to j - 1, r >~j > m and q >~j > m. Also, (**) part (2) will not 
apply as no S,  i <j ,  is satisfied past stage s. Hence, by (*) above, at stage s, we put 
n~ into /~ and so Lj becomes atisfied, contradicting the definition of F. 
Case 2: F = Qj. As Qj is never satisfied, at any stage t ~> s, q = j  and we have q ~< r
and q ~</. Hence, by (**), at any stage t I> s we put n, into/~ and so B is finite. As 
D = MT, we have D ~ P which contradicts the assumption D ~ P. 
Case 3: F = Sj. As Sj is not satisfied, we have /Vj is infinite and j ~ C. Let t ~> s
be a stage at which IJ] <~ In, I, and n, ¢ Nj. By the definitions of s and F, at stage t 
we have j <~ m, j  ~< r, and j < q. So, at stage t, because of (**) part (2), we put n, into 
B and so Sj becomes atisfied. 
Case 4: F = Rj. As Rj is never satisfied, at any stage t I> s, r = j  and we have r < q 
and r~ < m. Additionally, at stage t no i will satisfy the condition of (**) part (2) 
since, otherwise, some Si, i ~< r, would be satisfied at this stage. This would contradict 
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the definition of s. Hence, by part (1) of (**), for any t >I s we have n, e Bo  n, ~ D. 
By assumption, D ~ P and so, in particular, D # Pj. Thus, at some stage t I> s of the 
construction we have Pj(n,)# D(nt)= B(n,) and so Rj is satisfied at stage t, a 
contradiction. 
By Cases 1-4 above, we see that the assumption that requirement F is never 
satisfied leads in all cases to a contradiction and proves the Claim. [] 
That the P-requirements are satisfied implies B~ P, the Q-requirements that 
P D~ m B, and the S- and L-requirements that /~ is k-immune. Finally, from the 
construction it is clear that B is recursive and so we have Theorem 1.7. [] 
Corollary 1.8. P# NP implies there exists a k-simple set in NP-P  which is not 
NP-complete. 
Proof. Take D in Theorem 1.7 to be many-one NP-complete. Theorem 1.7 yields 
a set B such that B ~ P, D ~B and/~ is k-immune. That B ~ NP now follows from 
the construction in the proof of Theorem 1.7 and in particular from (**). Part (1) 
of (**) can be computed in NP as D e NP. Part (2) of (**)) can be computed in 
NP as it is a polynomially bounded existential quantifier and each N~ ~ NP k. [] 
The next obvious question is one we cannot presently answer, namely, is there a 
k-simple set which is NP-complete? If no such set exists, then this would give a 
'natural' definable answer to finding intermediate polynomial degrees between P- 
and NP-complete. Such an answer is in the spirit of Post's problem [15] where he 
asked for a definition of a property of r.e. sets which implies that such sets have 
intermediate degree. On the other hand, if k-simple NP-complete sets exist, the 
following propositions how that this would have consequences for the open prob- 
lems mentioned in the introduction. 
We first consider the question of whether k-simple sets have polynomial padding 
functions. The existence of such functions is crucial in proving that all of the known 
NP-complete sets are polynomially isomorphic, as done in [3]. 
Definition 1.9. A set S has a polynomial-time padding function if there exist two 
polynomially computable functions p (the padding function) and q (its inverse) 
such that 
(1) (Vx, y)(x~S*-*p(x,y)~S), 
(2) (Vx, y)(q(p(x,y))=y). 
Berman and Hartmanis [3] proved that an NP-complete set is polynomially 
isomorphic to SAT iff it has polynomial padding functions. The next proposition 
says that if k-simple sets have such functions, they must be fairly complicated. 
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Proposition 1.10. I rA  is k-simple, then A has no padding function in pk. 
Proof. Assume A has a polynomial padding function p in pk. Let x e ,4 be fixed 
and consider T = {p(x, Y)IY ~ {0, 1}* A [p(x, y)[ >i ]y[}. By definition of p, T _ ,A. Now, 
Ay(p(x, y)) is one-one as it has an inverse q. For any n, there are more strings of 
length n than of length <n. So there is at least one string Yo of length n with 
IP( x, Yo)[ >~ ]Yol, and so T is infinite. Finally, 
z~ T<-->(3y) (lyl<~{zl^z=p(x,y)), 
so T~ NP k. This contradicts the k-simplicity of A. [] 
Along the same line, it is next shown that if a k-simple set is isomorphic to SAT, 
the isomorphism must be complicated. 
Proposition 1.11. Assume C is k-simple and that C "~m -< P SAT via a polynomial function 
g which maps C onto SAT. Then g ~ pk. 
ProoL Let X c SAT be an infinite set in p1. (There are many such sets, for example, 
just consider the set of all formulas starting with the clause (v ^  7v)  for some 
variable v.) Assume g as above is in pk. Now g - l (X )  is an infinite subset of C and 
g-~(X) ~ NP k which contradicts the k-simplicity of C [] 
We immediately have the following corollary. 
Corollary 1.12. Assume C is k-simple and NP-complete. Then any polynomial 
isomorphism g : C ~ SAT is not in pk. 
There is nothing special about SAT in the above two results. Any of the many 
NP-complete sets known to be polynomially isomorphic to SAT will do as well. 
2. Creative sets in NP 
The class of k-creative sets was defined in [10, 16]. Joseph and Young proved 
that such sets exist, at least some of them are NP-complete and began to investigate 
their other properties. As the k-simple sets discussed above, k-creative sets form a 
new and structurally defined class of NP sets. They exhibit a number of interesting 
properties, and open problems about k-creative sets are seen to have consequences 
for other important open problems in complexity theory. Of particular interest is 
the observation that k-creative sets do not seem to have polynomial padding 
functions and hence, may not be polynomially isomorphic to other NP-complete 
sets. 
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A new method for showing sets to be k-creative is given here. Using this method, 
several previously known NP-complete problems are shown to be k-creative. Among 
these is the bounded tiling problem. This is the first example of a 'natural' NP- 
complete set which is k-creative and answers a question of Joseph and Young [10]. 
Finally, the relationship between k-creative and k-simple sets is studied. First the 
definitions. 
Definition 2.1. A set C in NP is k-creative if there is a polynomially computable 
function f such that 
W~ e NP k --> f ( i )  ~ C iff f ( i )  ~ W~. 
f is called a productive function (for C). f is polynomially honest if the length of its 
input is within a fixed polynomial of the length of its output (i.e., there is a polynomial 
p such that, for all x, p(If(x)l)>t Ixl). 
Now, fix an arbitrary k 1> 1. Joseph and Young [10] show that k-creative sets exist 
and that if the productive function is polynomially honest, then the set is NP- 
complete. In particular, for any polynomially honest, polynomially computable 
injection f, the set 
{f(i)lt, accepts f ( i ) in  <lil If(i)t k +Iil steps} 
is k-creative, f need not be P-invertible here. Recall that ti is the ith Turing acceptor 
in the fixed enumeration. The first result is a condition for a set to be creative. Let 
[rJ denote the greatest integer less than or equal to r. 
Theorem 2.2. Let A be k-creative, A<~P=B via a function q which is in DTIME(nt), 
k >>- t. Then B is [k/tJ -creative. 
Proof. Let f be the productive function for A and let Mi be the ith NP set in some 
recursive numeration of the NP sets. 
Define r by, for any i, M,(i)= q-~(Mi). (By q-~ we here mean the set-theoretic 
inverse and not a function.) 
Note: (1) the function r is computable in polynomial time; 
(2) if Mi ~ NP tk/'j, then M,(i)~ NP k. 
(Proof: M,(o={x[q(x)eMi}.  As qeDTIME(n'), we have (Vx)(Iq(x)l<-Ixl'). As 
M~ ~ NP tk/'j, testing if q(x) ~ M~ takes at most (Ixl')tk/,j ~ ixlk steps.) 
Now let g = qfr. g is in P and we claim that g is a [k/tJ -productive function for 
/~. To see this, let Mi e Nptk/'J; then M,(oe NP k and 
(a) qf r ( i )eM~fr ( i )~Mr(o~f r ( i )~A~qf r ( i )~B,  and 
(b) qfr( i)~B-~ f i ( i )~Ao f r ( i )~M,(o~qfr( i )~M~. [] 
This theorem can now be used to show that a number of sets are creative. For 
example, we have the following corollary. 
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Corollary 2.3. B = {(i, x, Ot) l ti accepts x in < t] x I + t steps} is 1-creative. 
P Proof. The set L = Ki~ = { i[ ti accepts i in <1i[ 2 + l il steps} is 1-creative. L ~< ,i B via 
q(i) = (i, i, 0 I~1) which is computable in linear time. Hence, by Theorem 2.2, B is 
1-creative. [] 
A version of the bounded tiling problem is considered next. A detailed look at 
this problem and a proof of its NP-completeness can be found in [14]. The version 
considered here is essentially that of [4]. 
Young and Joseph [10] asked whether there exist 'natural' NP-complete sets 
which are k-creative. The bounded tiling problem proved k-creative here is a slight 
variant of one of the first studied NP-complete problems [6]. It has a much more 
'natural' definition than any of the previously discovered k-creative sets. Nonethe- 
less, the proof of its NP-completeness i  a very direct encoding of nondeterministic 
Turing machines. The question of whether other natural NP-complete sets like SAT 
or the clique problem are k-creative remains open and interesting. 
BOUNDED TILING INSTANCE: an instance of the bounded tiling problem is a triple 
(T, s, 0') where T is a finite set of tiles, s is a finite sequence of tiles from T and t t> 1. 
It is assumed that among the tiles of T are two special tiles. A tile representing 
a blank tape square of a Turing machine and a tile representing an accepting state 
of a Turing machine. 
BOUNDED TILING PROBLEM: Given an instance (T, s, 0') of bounded tiling, is there 
a tiling of the square of size (tls I + t)(t ls I + t) whose first row is tiled by s followed 
by blank tiles and whose last row contains the tile representing an accepting Turing 
computation. 
We let BT denote the set of instances satisfying this problem. This is a slight 
variation of the usual version of bounded tiling and is due to the somewhat awkward 
definition of NP k. Recall that a set W~ being in NP k does not mean that ti accepts 
elements x in time clxl k but rather in time ]i]lxl k +ii]. This is to allow sets in NP k 
to accept strings of small length and entails certain closure properties for NP k. 
Corollary 2.4. The bounded tiling problem is 1-creative. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.3, the set B={(i ,  x, 0')l ti accepts x in <t]x l+t  steps} is 
1-creative. B ~< P= BT via the usual reduction of a Turing machine to the tiling problem 
(for details see [4, 13]). In particular, a triple (i, x, 0') is mapped to a tiling instance 
(T, s, 0') where T is the finite set of tiles corresponding to machine t~ and s is the 
Ix]-length sequence of tiles which code the input x. That this mapping is linear 
follows from the facts that, as the Turing machine only works on binary alphabets, 
the number of tiles needed to code machine ti is a linear function of the number 
of the states of t~ (actually, the length needed to write down these states). Thus, 
since B~<V=BT via a function in DTIME(n), the theorem implies that BT is 1- 
creative. [] 
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Finally, let us turn to the relationship between the two types of NP sets, simple 
and creative, considered here. Creativity of a set S can be used to construct an 
infinite subset of S. This idea may be used to prove that such sets are not arbitrarily 
simple. 
Theorem 2.5. Let C be a k-creative set whose productive function f is polynomially 
honest, say fEDT IME(n  r) and (Vx, y)(f(x)=y-~lxl<-Iyl'). Then C is not 
(r + 1)s-simple. 
Proof. Recall that the enumeration {6} of Turing acceptors is done via a straight- 
forward encoding of a Turing machine into an index i. So, in particular, for any 
finite set G, there is an index g such that W s = G and Igl ~ klGI for some fixed 
constant k. (Here, IGI denotes the number of digits needed to write down the 
elements of G.) We call g the canonical index for G. 
Now let Zo be the canonical index for 0. Then f(Zo)~ W~ oand so, by creativity, 
f(Zo) ~ C. Let zl be the canonical index for {f(Zo)}. 
Wz,~ C ~ f (z , )e  C -  W~,~ f (z , )e  C_. A f ( z i )¢  f(Zo). 
Continuing in this way we define z,+~ to be a canonical index for {f(Zo),. . .  ,f(z,)}. 
We then have f (z ,+l)~{f(Zo), . . . , f (z ,)} and f(z,+~)~ C. Hence, letting X= 
{f(Zo),f(zl),f(z2),. . .  ,} we immediately see that X is an infinite subset of C. Now, 
y~X ~-~ (3z, n)(Izl lyl  An< lzlAy=f(z) 
A z = canonical index for {Yo, • . . ,  Y,} 
A (Vi~< n) (z~ = canonical index for {Y0,. •.,  YH}~f(z~) =y~)). 
By the definition of the canonical indices, we have n ~< [z[ and (Vi ~< n) ([zil < [zl). 
So calculating f (z)  or f(zi) for any i takes at most Iz[ r steps. Thus, determining if 
y is in X takes nondeterministic me at most 
[zl'(n + 1) <~ [zlr(lz[ ÷ 1)<~([ylS)r(ly[ s ÷1) = [yISr(lyl s+ 1)-- ly[ ~'+1)~ +[y[% 
and so X ~ NP tr+l)* and C is not ( r+ 1)s-simple. [] 
At present it is not known if this result can be improved or if the assumption that 
the productive function is honest can be eliminated. 
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